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City Clerk Margaret Drury and Deputy City
Clerk Donna Lopez had reason to celebrate
in Cambridge, Massachusetts, on a July

afternoon.

They just gave a tour of their storage facility
to a small group of ten people. On display
was their newly renovated records room,

a climate-controlled vault with compact
shelving that stores Cambridge's vital
records from 1800 to 2010, a project funded

by the State's Community Preservation Act.
The group was offered a rare, behind-the-
scenes look into the inner workings of City

Hall records management.

The City Clerk's office was one of nine

repositories that participated in the
Cambridge Open Archives Tour, a highly
anticipated annual event in which small
groups travel among archives for an

evening of viewing historical documents
and talking with those involved with
collection care.

A Novel Idea

It all started with an idea. The Open
Archives Tour is the brainchild of Gavin

Kleespies who, after returning to his native
Cambridge to serve as director of the
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Cambridge Historical Society, was struck
by the number of unaffiliated institutions

dedicated to the preservation of both the

history of Cambridge and special collections
(such as Harvard University's Schlesinger

Library)—all within walking distance. After

touring the archives of Longfellow House/
Washington's Headquarters National

Historic Site and Mount Auburn Cemetery,

both down the street from his own

institution, Kleespies devised the idea of
opening repositories city-wide to the public.

"I thought an archives crawl would be the
coolest tour of the rarest stuff, given by the

most interesting speakers to an audience
who had no idea that any of this was in their

city," Kleespies says. He pitched his idea to

Jim Shea and Anita Israel, site manager and
archives specialist of the Longfellow House,

and Meg Winslow, curator of historical

collections at Mount Auburn Cemetery. The
Cambridge Open Archives Tour was born.

"The first year we had some coordination

challenges," Kleespies says. "Advertising

was actually really hard. It took some time
to pitch the idea to the community and

get the newspapers to cover it. But now we

plan well in advance, start PR early and, as a
consequence, have a waitlist."

Three years since its founding, Open

Archives Tour is powered by nine Cambridge
institutions that rely on careful coordination

and outreach.

Strategizing for 2011

The planning process for 2011's Open

Archives Tour began in late winter 2010.
Archivists, curators, and directors from

six institutions gathered at the Cambridge

Historical Society to plot ways to broaden
the tour's scope. On the agenda was

choosing a theme, which naturally lent itself

to the recognition of the sesquicentennial
of the Civil War. Although Cambridge can

boast that it is one of the first towns in
Massachusetts to muster troops in service

of the war, repositories would have more

unique materials to display if the theme
were expanded to include Cambridge's

abolition movement as well as the everyday

lives of citizens. The theme was decided:

"Cambridge in the 1860s." The tours would

be capped at 10 participants (to keep them

intimate) and last for 45 minutes, allowing

15 minutes for groups to travel to their

next location. Each repository would give

three tours beginning in the early evening to

capture the after-work crowd.
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Despite having six repositories

participating, the committee believed it
needed one more. The world's fifth largest

library system, whose history is almost
as old as Cambridge's, just happened to

be located in the center of the tours. The

Harvard University Archives, Schlesinger
Library, and Houghton Library each joined
the tour.

The months of May and June were allotted
to rolling out public relations: designing
and distributing Open Archives Tour

posters, sending press releases to the Boston

Globe and the Cambridge Chronicle, and

advertising locally through each institution's

communications department. Within a few
days of the registration period, all the spaces
for the Open Archives Tour, which was to

take place during the week of July 11, 2011,
were filled.

Exploring Cambridge

Tours were grouped based on location. The

first day of the tour included three public
institutions dedicated to preserving the
city's history, the Historical Commission,

City Clerk, and Public Library. The second
day were the Harvard Libraries. And

the third day the Cambridge Historical

Society, Longfellow House-Washington's
Headquarters, and Mount Auburn Cemetery

concluded the tours. Tour leaders ushered
groups between
repositories.

Highlights of the
week included
an archives
treasure hunt at

the Historical
Commission where
visitors retraced the
path the archivists
took to uncover
new research
on Cambridge's
Company C,
one of the first

Massachusetts
volunteer regiments
organized for
the Civil War.

The activity
demonstrated how
people can use

the Commission's
resources to conduct

their own research. At the Cambridge

Historical Society, archivists showed letters

sent home by a Cambridge Civil War soldier
who was killed in combat, as well as diaries

and mementos (such as rings carved in
camps from the bones of animals used
to feed the Union Army) brought back

by a more fortunate Cambridge son.

I thought an archives
crawl would be the coolest

tour of the rarest stuff, given
by the most interesting

speakers to an audience who
had no idea that any of this

was in their city.

— Gavin Kleespies,
Cambridge Historical Society

Both the Harvard University Archives
and the Schlesinger Library exhibited

materials that showed the day-to-day life of
Cambridge citizens in the 1860s. Visitors

saw materials documenting the school
and its presence in the city, from buildings
long demolished to the somber Goodies

(the women who cleaned the Harvard
dormitories). At the Schlesinger Library,

personal journals and correspondence

from Cantabrigians abounded. A particular
favorite was the tiny travel diary of a seven-

year-old boy, who described an afternoon

of boating on a local pond. To illustrate
how tied together archival collections are

within Cambridge, every document with a

corresponding collection at the Historical
Society was flagged.

A bullet-ridden blue Civil War jacket

belonging to Charles Longfellow, the oldest

child of poet Henry Wadsworth and Fanny
Longfellow, was a crowd favorite at the

Longfellow House, whose tour focused on

records from the Civil War along with those
depicting life on the home front. Abolition

was the theme for Houghton Library and
the Cambridge Public Library, which both

exhibited materials by two famous men

dedicated to the cause: Wendell Philips
and Thomas Wentworth Higginson.

Engaging the Community

Cambridge history continues to captivate
its citizens and the tours have met their

goal—exciting people about the collections
that reside in the city in which they live.

Individuals who care for and preserve
Cambridge's history connected with

interested people in a new way, which in

turn is one of the most satisfying aspects
of an archivist's work.

A stitch in time. Historic photos garnered plenty of interest during the Open Archives Tour, including this image of a group of young

Cambridge women who formed the "Banks Brigade" to sew clothing for Union soldiers during the Civil War, 1863. Courtesy National Park
Service, Longfellow House-Washington's Headquarters National Historic Site.
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